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Date Occurred:  May 8, 2021  

 

Time of Occurrence:  0821 Hours 

 

Decedent:   Felix Marquez M 34 years 09/15/1986 

Location:   3764 Elizabeth Street, Riverside, CA 

 

Officer(s) Involved:  Justin Mann, #1453 

    Jorge Cueva #1567 

        

Officer Witnesses:  None  

       

Civilian Witnesses:   Names redacted. Statements can be reviewed in the RSO/RPD 

Investigative reports. 

  

Crime(s) Involved: CPC §245(c) – Assault W/Weapon on a Police Officer or Firefighter 

 

Suspect Involved:  Felix Marquez M 34 years 

 

Crime Victim(s): Officer Justin Mann & Officer Jorge Cuevas 

Officer Injuries: None 

 

Suspect’s Injuries/Cause of Death (if known): Multiple gunshot wounds. The coroner’s  

report by Dr. Rodriguez listed four injuries consistent with gunshot wounds: See RSO Casebook  

E-3  

1. Entry in right temple, with projectile located in left side of the head 

2. Graze wound on the top of the head 

3. Superficial graze injury to the left side of the shoulder 

4. Entry into the right lower back with corresponding exit to the abdomen near the belly 

button. 

 

Gunshots Fired by Officers – A total of eight rounds were fired between two officers. 

 

Officer Mann – handgun: Glock 17 (5th generation) 9mm semi-auto pistol. This weapon holds 

17 rounds in the magazine and one additional in chamber. (See Photo Book 1 for details). 

Officer Mann fired six shots. (See weapon charting reports 20 & 27OR) 

Officer  Cuevas – handgun: Glock 17 (5th generation) 9mm semi-auto pistol. (See Photo Book 

1 for details). Officer Cuevas fired two shots. (See weapon charting reports 20 & 27OR) 

 

Both officer’s handguns were inspected and analyzed by RSO Firearms Armorer Ruiz. (For 

details of the inspection and chain of custody, see RSO Casebook, Section E).   
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Weapon(s) – Felix Marquez 

 

Powerline by Daisy .177 Cal (4.5 mm) BB Air Soft Gun – Black in color. No projectiles in the 

airsoft gun. (See Photo Book 1 – photographs #50, #51 and #52 for details. Photo Book 4 – 

photographs #30, #85, #86 and #87. Gun was non-functional. 

 

INCIDENT SUMMARY: (For specific details, see Detective Adcox Incident Report 

 

On May 8, 2021, Officers Mann and Cuevas, along with Riverside Code Enforcement Officer and 

two CityNET employees, all with the Public Safety Engagement Team (PSET), organized and 

planned to check specific locations in the City of Riverside where they have received numerous 

complaints of transients camping on the sidewalks, and leaving trash and miscellaneous debris 

around them. The PSET has two sworn police officers, one Code Enforcement Officer, and Two 

CityNET (homeless outreach) workers.  

 

Code Enforcement staff organize the locations where the Team will conduct investigative checks. 

Code Enforcement develops the lists based on complaints from community members and 

businesses. Code Enforcement officers handle city code violations at the sites. The CityNET team 

works with homeless individuals in order to find alternative housing for them. The police officers 

are present for safety purposes, and check individuals for any wants and warrants before they 

are provided with alternative housing. 

 

On this particular day, the PSET met at City Hall. This is their typical protocol on Saturdays. The 

Code Enforcement Officer provided the officers and CItyNET workers with three locations where 

new complaints had been made. The complaints were in an area referred to as the Elizabeth 

Corridor, that includes the area of Magnolia and Elizabeth, as well as the immediate surrounding 

area. According to Code Enforcement, the Elizabeth Corridor has been one of the most 

problematic areas for homeless camps and trash.  

 

Just after 8:00 a.m., the Code Enforcement Officer led the way from City Hall with CityNET behind 

him, and the police officers behind CityNET. When they arrived in the 3700 block of Elizabeth that 

curves from Magnolia, the Code Enforcement Officer activated his rear flashing lights as he turned 

the corner. This alerted the officers that there were potential homeless subjects at the location. 

The Code Enforcement Officer pulled to the right curb to park his truck, followed by the CityNET 

vehicle. When the officers rounded the corner, they saw a couple of occupied vehicles parked 

along the curb across from where the other PSET members were. They also saw a male subject, 

later identified as Felix Marquez, sitting on steps of a law office. There was a “no trespassing” 

sign affixed to the wall behind the steps Marquez was sitting on. There were blankets, trash and 

a disassembled bicycle situated adjacent to where Marquez was sitting. 
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Officer Mann was driving a marked black and white police unit with Cuevas seated in the front 

passenger seat. Both officers were dressed in police uniforms marked in bold letters, POLICE. 

As Mann stopped the police unit, Marquez immediately stood up and initially began to walk toward 

the officers.  

 

As Mann exited his unit, Marquez turned around and began to walk in the opposite direction of 

the officers. Marquez was wearing a black hoodie sweatshirt with the hood covering his head. 

Based on Marquez’ actions with getting up right away when the officers arrived, then walking 

toward them but turning to walk in the other direction, they felt that he was trying to avoid contact 

with them. As Marquez began to walk away from the officers, he was told to stop several times, 

and to show his hands, but did not comply. The officers proceeded to follow Marquez on foot with 

the intent to contact him. The Code Enforcement Officer also had exited his truck about the same 

time the officers did, and began to walk across the street toward Marquez. As Marquez proceeded 

to walk away from the officers, he turned his head to look in their direction a couple of times, but 

did not stop. The officers felt that Marquez may try to run from them based upon his behavior. 

 

Mr. Marquez reached toward his front waistband as he had his back to the officers. He then pulled 

a black pistol from his waistband and began to turn his head back to look toward the officers. At 

about the same time, he was moving his right hand from his waistband with a black pistol in it up 

and toward the direction of the officers. At this point, Officer Mann feared for his life, and that of 

Officer Cuevas, as well as the PSET members, and people seated in vehicles, and fired his duty 

weapon at Marquez. Officer Cuevas and the Code Enforcement Officer also saw Marquez pull a 

black pistol from his front waistband, with his right hand. Cuevas feared for his life, and that of 

Officer Mann, the PSET members and other people in vehicles, and fired his duty weapon at 

Marquez. Marquez then fell to the ground. The officers stopped firing their weapons once Marquez 

fell to the ground, and no longer posed an immediate threat. Officer Mann believed he fired 4-6 

rounds, and Cuevas believed he fired twice. 

 

Once Marquez fell to the ground, he was slightly moving his body. The pistol could be seen  

underneath his arm. Since Marquez still posed a potential threat with a pistol within reach, the 

officers did not approach, and took up positions of cover behind a vehicle parked on the street 

near them. The officers held Marquez at gunpoint until other officers could arrive to assist in taking 

him into custody. Officer Mann called out to Marquez and told him to keep breathing and that help 

was on the way. Marquez can be heard in the officer’s BWC moaning while lying on the ground. 

He was told by the officers not to touch the gun. Other officers and supervisors arrived at the 

scene, and a tactical plan was organized by Sergeant Collopy to take Marquez into custody. 

Fire/Paramedics were called at the time of the shooting.  
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When the officers felt it was safe enough to approach Marquez with a ballistic shield and sufficient 

officers, they proceeded to make physical contact with him. Marquez was moved away from the 

gun and taken into custody.As soon as the scene was rendered safe by the officers, paramedics 

approached and provided aid to Marquez. Marquez was then transported to Riverside Community 

Hospital where he later succumbed to his wounds and was pronounced deceased.  

 

The crime scene and perimeter were secured. As per the proper protocol for officer involved 

shootings, the RSO Force Investigations Detail was requested, along with RPD homicide 

detectives, and members of the Riverside County DA’s office. A joint investigation was 

subsequently initiated. Refer to all attached reports, audios, videos and photographs for further 

specific details of the shooting. The pistol that Marquez used in this incident was discovered to 

be a black air-soft BB pistol. (See attached photographs for specific details of the pistol). 

 

During their interviews, Officer Mann estimated he fired 4-6 rounds toward Marquez, and Cuevas 

estimated he fired 2-rounds.  

 

FACT SHEET 

 

The fact sheet is numbered and designed to point you to important factual information located in 

both the RPD and RSO criminal casebooks that will help guide you in the review process. It is 

designed to keep you focused on the report numbers that contain important information that you 

must review.  

 

The Reports that are labeled as “Non-Essential,” do not necessarily need to be reviewed since 

they do not contain information that applies to the evidence or facts of the case. An example 

would be an officer that simply staffed a perimeter position at a crime scene. You may certainly 

look at these reports if you choose to do so. It is imperative however that you review all reports 

outside of those listed as “Non-Essential.”   

 

As you open the case in laserfische, you will find six categories listed as follows:  

 

1. Audio – 08 Audio Tapes – Total Time = 02 hours 03 min 

a. 11 min 06 sec – Witness interview (Interview by Detective conducted at the scene). 

b. 22 min 30 sec – Witness interview (Interview by Detective conducted at the scene). 

c. 17 min 06 sec – Witness interview (Riverside Code Enforcement Officer) 

d. 24 min 43 sec – 2 Witness interviews (Two City Net Employees. Interviewed 

separately). 

e. 00 min 10 sec – Completion of interview with Officer Cuevas. (From #h below). No 

questions asked. 

f. 22 min 51 sec – Interview of Officer Mann 

g. 00 min 20 sec – Conclusion of above interview with Officer Mann. No questions asked. 
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h. 20 min 52 sec – Interview of Officer Cuevas 

 

2. Photos (Four photo books are listed as well as six separate crime scene videos). 

a. Photo Book #1 – 96 Photographs – Scene evidence. Clothing, Airsoft gun used by 

Marquez, Officer Cuevas and his duty weapon. 

b. Photo Book #2 – 99 Photographs – Photographs of Officer Mann and his duty weapon 

and ammunition, crime scene photographs 

c. Photo Book #3 – 98 Photographs – Misc crime scene photographs. 

d. Photo Book #4 – 98 Photographs – Misc crime scene photographs. 

e. Crime Scene Video #1 – 00 min 03 sec – Video shows placard with case number. 

Non-essential video. 

f. Crime Scene Video #2:  04 min 56 sec – View of street of occurrence and focuses on 

shell casings. 

g. Crime Scene Video #3: 03 min 10 sec – Crime scene. At the 02 min 24 sec mark to 

the 02 min 31 sec mark, the video camera zooms in on the airsoft gun used by 

Marquez. It is laying on the pavement in a pool of blood. This portion of the video is 

blurred in order not to show the graphic nature of the blood, however you can see the 

outline of the gun. 

h. Crime Scene Video #4: 00 min 20 sec – Specific view of pooled blood on the sidewalk 

where Marquez fell. This portion of the video is blurred as part of the redaction process 

so as not to show the graphic nature of the video. 

i. Crime Scene Video #5: 00 min 39 sec – 360 Degree view of the street where the 

incident occurred. 

j. Crime Scene Video #6 – 02 min 03 sec – Crime scene. This video is specific to 

showing trajectory of a round that traveled down the street from where the officers fired 

the weapons to where a live round struck the lawn in the front yard of a building and a 

chip in bricks where a round had apparently struck the brick wall and fragmented the 

brick surface. 

 

3. Reports (These are reports generated by RPD personnel) The RPD Reports are 

listed in the order of 210012809-001 OR through 210012809-031 OR. The OR stands 

for Officers Report. There is one report listed as 210012809-002 CR. The CR stands 

for Case Report. The Case Report is the primary report for a criminal investigation.  

OR reports are all supplemental to the CR. It is imperative that you review the CR 

report in this case before reading all others. (Refer to RSO Report Section E-1) 

 

4. RSO Casebook (These reports are generated by RSO Personnel however, most of these 

reports are an RSO cover page that includes the RPD reports that are in item #3 above. 

It is for this reason that it is best to follow the Table of Contents in the RSO criminal 

casebook so that all reports are accounted for.  
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5. Video (BWC/Dash Cam). There are two categories listed in the “Video” section. The 

first category is labeled as “Response Videos,” and the second as “Shooting 

Videos.”  

 

The response videos are from the officers that responded to the scene after an 

officer involved shooting was reported. The shooting videos captured the BWC 

from officers Mann and Cuevas, as well as the dash cam of their police unit.  

 

These videos should be the first that you review. There are five shooting videos. 

The total viewing time of all five videos is 02 hours 16 min.1 

 

SHOOTING VIDEOS: 05 Videos – Viewing Time Appx 2-hours 15 minutes (See RSO E-7 

Report for specific details). 

 

a.  21 min 40 sec – BWC Officer Cuevas. Video begins with the officers in the unit driving to 

the assignment location in the 3700 block of Elizabeth Street. You can see the upper parts 

of the buildings on the street from Cuevas’ BWC as he is seated in the passenger seat. 

The unit stops at the 19 sec mark and Cuevas opens the door at the 20 sec mark. He 

types something into the MDT for a few seconds. As he does this, he is still seated in the 

unit. There is a partial view through the windshield where you can see the head of Marquez 

walking away from the unit. You can also see part of Officer Mann’s head as he walks in 

the direction of Marquez. At the 30 sec mark, Cuevas is out of the unit and you can see 

Marquez walking away from Officer Mann. You can also see the Code Enforcement Officer 

(Witness) walking across Elizabeth toward the sidewalk where Marquez is walking. From 

this point on, continue the review of the entire video. 

 

b.  01 min 18 sec – BWC Officer Cuevas. This is after the shooting occurred and Marquez 

secured. Cuevas is standing with another officer and then spoken to by Sergeant Collopy. 

At the 04 sec mark, Collopy tells him to turn the audio off on his (Cuevas’) BWC. There is 

a brief discussion between Collopy, another sergeant, another officer and Officer Mann. 

At the 30 sec mark, Collopy appears to tell him to turn the audio back on. Cuevas walks 

to his unit with Collopy and retrieves his cell phone and drink. Collopy passes by a couple 

of officers who are speaking to witnesses that are seated on the curb. Collopy confirms 

with the officers that they are obtaining “block outs,” from the witnesses. The term “block 

out,” refers to obtaining identifying information from each witness only. No interview. The 

video then concludes. 

 

c. 21 min 42 sec – BWC Officer Mann. Video begins with Officer Mann driving the marked 

police unit on Elizabeth Street. You can see the tops of buildings on the street from the 

BWC viewpoint. Elizabeth Street curves from one direction to another.  

                                                           
1 See RSO Casebook – Item E7 for time marker details and brief summary of all videos. 
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You can see the turning movement from the position of the camera. At the 18 sec mark, 

Mann begins to open the driver door before he comes to a complete stop and shifts the 

unit from “drive,” to “park.” Mann steps out of the unit at the 21 sec mark and walks up on 

the sidewalk where you can see Marquez initially walking toward the unit then quickly 

turning around and walk in the other direction.  

 

At the appx 26 sec mark, you can see Mann’s right hand in the lower right-hand corner 

and motioning as to say “come here.” Marquez continues to walk away. He slightly turns 

his head to the left to look back and then turns his head to the right and look toward Mann. 

You can see a white bag in Marquez’ left hand. He is slightly gesturing with his right hand 

outward as though he would appear to be asking “why” or questioning what Mann is 

saying. The audio comes on at the 30-sec mark. You hear one of the officers say, “stop.”  

 

At the 31-sec mark, you can see Marquez quickly reach into his waistband and has his 

head looking back over his shoulder. You hear an officer say, “let me see your hands.” 

This is the point where Marquez can be seen pulling something out of his waistband with 

his right hand. A shooting then takes place. Review this entire video. I provided you with 

certain time points where you may want to freeze frame the video and then start it again 

and watch frame by frame after watching the entire shooting portion. When you watch 

Cuevas’ BWC, and the dash cam, you will see different viewpoints of the same event.  

 

d. 43 min 00 sec – Dash Cam Video. The video begins with the unit leaving the city hall 

parking lot and drive towards Magnolia. The video captures the drive from city hall all the 

way to the 3700 block of Elizabeth Street where the shooting incident occurs. The unit is 

following the code enforcement truck to the location on Elizabeth where they planned to 

conduct their check for a homeless encampment on the sidewalks. They turn left onto 

Elizabeth Street at the appx 03 min 40 sec mark. As they approach the curve on Elizabeth 

to turn right, you can see the rear facing yellow flashing lights activated on the code 

enforcement truck. This is done before the officers round the corner where you can see 

Marquez.  

 

At the 04 min 04 sec mark, you can see Marquez get up from a seated position from some 

steps. This is where the encounter with Marquez begins. After the shooting, the video is 

blurred by the redaction process. You see witnesses escorted in front of the marked unit 

and standing around it until given further directions by officers. The witnesses are moved 

away from the front of the unit and out of view at the appx 21 min 56 sec mark. At the 22 

min 02 sec mark, the redaction blur is removed and you can clearly see to the front of the 

unit. There is no need to watch the video past the point of where witnesses are 

standing in front of the unit since activities of officers can be viewed on their BWC. 
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e. 43 min 00 sec – Dash Cam Video. The entire video captures the rear seat of the unit. 

There is no audio or activities that can be observed. There is no need to watch the video 

past the point of where witnesses are standing in front of the unit since activities of 

officers can be viewed on their BWC. 

 

RESPONSE VIDEOS: 20 Videos – Appx Viewing Time = 13-hours  

 

a. 01-hour 19 min – Assisting officers arrival at the scene. The first 03 min 20 sec of this 

video is unrelated to the incident. Officers were on an unrelated call. The “shots fired” radio 

broadcast went out and the officers ended the call and responded to the shooting. The 

video begins with the officers getting into their unit and driving to the scene. Arrival at 07 

min 52 sec mark. Exit unit and take up a position to assist Mann and Cuevas. This officer 

assists in taking Marquez into custody. After Marquez is removed from the scene, the 

officer maintains crime scene security.  

b. 13 min 47 sec – Sergeant Collopy driving to the scene. Arrives at 20 sec mark. Approaches 

Mann, Cuevas and other officers at the scene with guns drawn toward Marquez. Takes 

control of the scene and gives officers directions and assignments. 

c. 02 min 19 sec – Sergeant Collopy. Speaks with other sergeants and officers. Gives officers 

assignments. 

d. 03 min 40 sec – Sergeant Collopy. Further directions and assignments for officers. Walks 

throughout the crime scene. 

e. 03 min 28 sec – Sergeant Collopy. Walks up to officers, witnesses, gives directions to 

officers. 

f. 03 min 10 sec – Sergeant Collopy. Provides directions to officers.  

g. 04 min 11 sec – Sergeant Collopy. Speaks with officers at the crime scene. Identifies shell 

casings. 

h. 12 min 08 sec – Begins with the officer driving to the location. Upon arrival joins officers 

who are monitoring Marquez who is down. At the 2 min 34 mark, walks forward with 

officers to take Marquez into custody. Pulls Marquez by the legs away from his (Marquez’) 

gun. Assists with Marquez until medics arrive. Medics arrive 05 min 29 sec mark. Marquez 

placed on the gurney at the 05 min 52 sec mark. At the 06 min 21 sec mark, Marquez 

escorted to ambulance for transportation. After Marquez taken away, the officer begins 

crime scene security. 

i. 01-hour 29 min – Officer walks around the scene. Stands near officer who is getting 

witness statements. General conversation with witnesses. Moves witnesses to another 

location at the 17 min 28 sec mark and stands with them. Does not obtain statements from 

any witnesses, he just stands by with them. It is your discretion to view this video beyond 

the 17 min 28 sec mark. 

j. 01-hour 08 min – Begins with officers driving to the location. Arrive at the 21 sec mark. At 

the 31 sec mark, you see Mann and Cuevas standing near a parked vehicle with guns 

drawn toward Marquez laying on the sidewalk. Is asked to remove a witness from a vehicle 

parked next to the officers. Escorts the witness a short distance away.  
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Walks back to the vehicle and assists another witness in getting out of the rear seat of the 

same vehicle. Interviews witnesses at the scene up through the 59 min mark and then 

mills about the crime scene. 

k. 11 min 03 sec – Begins with unit being driven. Arrives and exits at the 21 sec mark. Speaks 

to potential witnesses. walks around the scene and checks buildings for surveillance 

cameras. 

l. 52 min 45 sec – Begins with officer driving to the scene. Upon arrival, exits unit and 

approaches Mann and Cuevas who are standing by a parked vehicle with guns drawn in 

direction where Marquez is down on the sidewalk. He and officers approach Marquez at 

the 03 min 34 sec mark and searches Marquez’ pockets. Stands by with Marquez as 

medics arrive and render aid. Speaks to witnesses at the scene. 

m. 01-hour 07 min – Begins with officer driving the unit to the scene. Arrives at the 04 min 31 

sec mark. Exits unit and takes a position behind Mann who is standing by parked vehicle 

with gun drawn. Relieves Mann’s position as Mann is asked to move away from the scene 

by Sergeant Collopy. Assists with approaching Marquez at the 08 min 35 sec mark. After 

Marquez is removed from the scene, checks buildings for cameras, sets up crime scene 

tape and interviews witnesses. Stands perimeter security. 

n. 01-hour 01 min – Begins with officer driving to the scene. Arrives at the 26 sec mark and 

walks up to where officers are lined up to approach Marquez, who is laying on the ground. 

At the 01 min 54 sec mark, assists with making contact with Marquez. Assists medics in 

loading Marquez onto a gurney. Once Marquez is removed from the scene by ambulance, 

the officer has different roles at the crime scene. Looks for potential witnesses, speaks to 

employees in different businesses, assists in crime scene search for possible strike marks 

on various surfaces from bullets. Locates shell casings. Takes responsibility for the crime 

scene log. 

o. 15 min 52 sec – Begins with the officer in passenger seat of unit responding to the scene. 

Arrive at 19 sec mark. Approaches Mann and Cuevas who are standing by a parked 

vehicle with guns drawn and pointed at Marquez who is laying on the sidewalk.  He takes 

a position as 2nd officer behind Cuevas. Obtains a ballistic shield in order to approach 

Marquez. At the 04 min 07 sec mark, moves forward with officers to secure Marquez. At 

the 06 min 57 sec mark is told by Sergeant Collopy to ride in the ambulance with Marquez. 

Marquez is loaded into the ambulance at the 08 min 15 sec mark. Medics continue 

rendering aid to Marquez. They arrive at the hospital at the 14 min mark. Then enters the 

E.R. to monitor Marquez.  

p. 12 min 44 sec mark – Begins with the officer driving and arrives at location at the 21 sec 

mark. Speaks to various officers at the scene. Speaks with a subject driving a pick-up 

truck who stated he saw what happened. The officer then directs another officer to speak 

with the driver of the pick-up. Directs officers to remain with Mann and Cuevas. Speaks to 

Sergeant Collopy about “safety statements” made by officers. (The shooting officers are 

not interviewed in depth but are only asked what is referred to as safety statements such 

as direction they fired, any witnesses or important evidence).  
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q. 01-hour 06 min – Video interview by the RPD Homicide Detective (Adcox) at the police 

station. From the beginning of the video to the 03 min 28 sec mark, the three witnesses to 

be interviewed are seated in a room. No interview takes place during this time. The three 

witnesses to be interviewed are sitting in the room, and for the most part, they are sitting 

quietly. The first interview with the City Code Enforcement Officer begins at the 03 min 28 

sec mark and concludes at the 25 min 31 sec mark. From the 26 min mark until the 40 

min mark, no one is in the room. The 2nd interview begins at the 39 min mark with a witness 

who is part of the PSET. She works with City NET. This interview concludes at the 54 min 

31 sec mark. The 3rd interview is a CityNET employee who is a part of the PSET. The 3rd 

interview begins at the 54 min 56 sec mark and concludes at the 01-hour 06 min 09 sec 

mark.     

r. 01-hour 06 min – This video is identical to the above in #q. The only difference is that it 

shows a different camera angle. There is a little more clarity in the voices of the three 

witnesses in this video. 

s. 43 min 00 sec – Dash-Cam from Officer’s Mann and Cuevas’ Unit. This is the same video 

as #4 in the Shooting Video section. No need to review this if the other has already been 

watched. 

t. 43 min 00 sec – Same as #s above.  

 

6. District Attorney Review Letter (DA Mike Hestrin letter to Chief Gonzalez, dated 

December 6, 2022, informing Gonzalez that upon their review of the case, they found no 

evidence of criminal liability on either of the officer’s part). 

 

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SHERIFF’S REPORTS – CASE # MB21-1128000 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

 

Section A – Riverside Police Department Initial Response (This section includes RPD 

reports from #3 above). OR = Officer Report 

 

1. RPD McGann OR – Initial response and witness interview. Essential 

2. RPD Murphy OR – Initial response and witness interviews. Essential 

3. RPD Rhodes OR – Initial response and witness interviews. Essential 

4. RPD Sklarsky OR – Initial response and witness interviews. Essential 

5. RPD Wroblewski OR – Initial response and witness interview. Essential 

6. RPD Osborne OR – Initial response / Companion Officer. Essential 

7. RPD Sergeant Collopy OR – Initial response / Supervisor. Essential 

8. RPD Sergeant Lindgren OR – Initial response / Supervisor. Essential 

9. RPD Sergeant Miera OR – Initial response / Supervisor. Essential 

10. RPD Cranford OR – Initial response. Essential 
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11. RPD Donaldson OR – Initial response / Escorted Marquez to hospital. Essential 

12. RPD White OR – Initial response. Essential  

13. RPD Washingtons – Witness security. Non-Essential 

14. RPD Krotz OR – Scene security. Non-Essential 

15. RPD McGuigan OR – Scene security. Non-Essential 

16. RPD Rodriguez OR – Scene security. Non-Essential. 

 

Section B – Riverside Sheriff Initial Response 

 

1. RSO Detective Bishop – Initial Report, Summary. Essential 

 

Section C – Riverside Police Department Detective Response / Investigation 

 

1. RPD Detective Adcox CR – Initial Crime Report, Summary. Essential 

2. RPD Detective Beler  OR – Witness Interviews. Essential 

3. RPD Detective Mercadefe OR – Witness Interviews. Essential 

4. RPD Detective Stennet OR – Suspect Processing at the Hospital. Essential 

5. RPD Detective Brandt OR – Processing of Crime Scene. Essential 

6. RPD McKa-Davis OR – Crime Scene and Suspect Processing. Essential 

7. RPD Detective Galbreath OR – Surveillance Review. Essential 

8. RPD Detective Meyer OR – Weapons Charting. Essential 

9. RPD Detective Sergeant Lomeli OR – Essential 

10. RPD Detective Sergeant Nieman OR – Detective Supervisor. Essential 

11. RPD Detective Adcox OR – Autopsy Report. Essential 

12. RPD McKay-Davis OR – Processing Autopsy Evidence. Essential 

 

Section D – Interviews  

 

1. RSO Detective Bishop – Interview of RPD Officer Mann. Essential 

2. RSO Detective Bishop – Interview of RPD Officer Cuevas. Essential 

3. RSO Detective Bishop – Witness Interview. Name redacted. Essential 

4. RSO Detective Bishop – Interview of Riverside Code Enforcement Officer. 

Essential 

5. RSO Detective Bishop – Witness Interview. Name redacted. Essential  

6. RSO Detective Bishop – Contact with Suspect Marquez Family. Interview. 

Essential. 
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Section E – Additional Investigation, Evidence Processing, Misc 

 

1. RSO Cline – Officer Firearms Examination / Armory Reports. Essential 

2. RSO Detective Bishop – Autopsy of Marquez. Essential 

 

3. RSO Detective Bishop – Incorporation of Autopsy Protocol Report into Case File. 

Essential 

4. RSO Detective Bishop – Incorporation of Forensic ID Report, Autopsy. Essential 

5. RSO Detective Bishop- Incorporation of RPD Dispatch Recordings. Non-Essential 

6. RSO Detective Bishop- Incorporation of RPD Digital Media Evidence. Essential 

7. RSO Gonzalez – Review of Riverside PD BWC and Dash Cams. Essential 

8. RPD Detective Bishop – Incorporation of RPD Evidence Logs. Essential 

9. RPD Detective Bishop – Incorporation of RPD Major Incident Logs. Essential 

10. RSO Detective Bishop – Incorporation of RPD Firearms Charting Reports 

11. RSO Detective Bishop – Incorporation of RPD Property Reports.  

12. RSO Detective Bishop – Incorporation of Coroner Property Report. Essential 

 

Section F – Suspect Workup and Criminal History 

 

1. RSO Detective Bishop – Prior Law Enforcement Reports involving Felix Marquez. 

Non-Essential  

2. RSO Detective Bishop – Prior report of Marquez arrest by Officers Mann and 

Cuevas. Essential 

3. RSO Detective Bishop – Felix Marquez Work Up and Criminal History. Read first 

5 pages. The remainder of the reports are redacted. 

 

Section G – Press Releases and Associated News Releases 

 

1. Riverside Police Department Press Release 

2. Press Enterprise News Article 

3. NBC News Article 

4. ABC News Article 

 

Review all reports submitted by Independent Homicide Consultant Bill Marsh as part of 

your overall review. 
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It is suggested that as you review this case, add notes to your Rationale Work Sheet that 

will prompt discussion during the open session review of this case. As always, should you 

need any assistance in this review, or if you have any questions or concerns, please 

contact me.  

 

 

By Frank Hauptmann 

CPRC Consultant 

 

 


